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Ferromagnetic rings have been proposed as an attractive geometry for spintronic storage
devices, for instance by storing information in the chirality of the vortex state. Asymmetric
rings in particular offer a simple approach to control the vortex state chirality and the
asymmetry yields additional degrees of freedom for manipulating the states such as by
the choice of field angle with respect to the axes of the system. By using time-resolved
scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis, we directly demonstrate here the
influence of the initial magnetization configuration and the field orientation with respect to
the ring symmetry axis on the switching mode. The results found by experimental imaging
are explained by micromagnetic simulations. In particular, for a given field strength we
observe switching from the vortex to the onion state if the symmetry axis of the asymmetric
ring is perpendicular to the field orientation. If the symmetry axis deviates slightly from the
field orientation, the dynamics change to onion to reverse onion switching with different
possible switching pathways. This provides a mechanism for selectively setting different
magnetic states by an appropriate choice of the amplitude and orientation of the magnetic
field. Furthermore the angular dependence of the switching is shown to vary with the
vortex state chirality, which could be of use for chirality dependent logic.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last years mesoscopic and nanoscale ferromagnetic rings have been the object of high
research interest. Fundamentally they offer particularly stable and simple magnetic states, making
them ideal candidate systems for studies of switching dynamics1 . Furthermore for possible applications such as storage devices2 , the ring geometry has several advantages compared to other
geometries. In the ground state, in the absence of an applied field, the stray field vanishes since
the magnetization aligns along the edge and forms a vortex state with either clockwise (cw) or
counter-clockwise (ccw) chirality, which can be used to store information. In contrast to magnetic
disks3 , in rings there is no vortex core with high exchange energy contributions to the Landau free
energy4 , which means this vortex state is particularly stable in rings. An additional metastable
remnant state, accessible after application and relaxation of a unidirectional field, is the so-called
onion state with opposite circulation of the magnetization in each half of the ring and two 180°
domain walls placed at opposite positions5 . Such a state has a net stray-field and magnetization
and is of interest for applications where the stray field is used for detecting the magnetic configuration. Mesoscopic and nanoscale magnetic ring geometries have been proposed for various
applications such as memory devices 2,6 , spin-based field effect transistors7,8 , sensors9,10 and logic
applications11 . Beside stable magnetic states, the reliable switching between those states is crucial. For example chirality-dependent logic devices rely on reversing the vortex state chirality12
while onion to reverse onion state switching is proposed in lateral giant magnetoresistance devices13 . Hence for maximum flexibility in a device one would like to be able to freely switch
from the two vortex state chiralities, the two onion state orientations and between these states controllably and reliably, which would even open up the possibility of concepts such as ring-based
multi-level memory cells14 or multi-valued logic15 . Depending on the size of the ring there are
different switching pathways between the onion and reverse onion state by the application of a
static uniaxial magnetic field16 . Rotating fields can also be used to switch the state of the ring, yet
from an application point of view uniaxial fields are easier to generate in devices. The onion state
can switch to the reverse onion state via rotation of the domain walls or in a two-step process via
the flux-closure vortex state17 . A third option in wider rings is the nucleation of a vortex core in
the ring as an intermediate state between the vortex and onion configuration. A full phase diagram
of the switching mechanisms depending on the ring geometry is given in Ref. 18.
Greater control of the switching pathway in rings can be achieved e.g.
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by introducing

notches4,19 or by an asymmetric ring (AR) geometry, which offers additional possibilities with
single axis pulse switching compared to symmetric rings. In the AR geometry the inner circle
defining the inner perimeter is shifted away from the center of the outer edge circle. In ARs the
onion to reverse onion state switching with uniaxial fields via coherent rotation of the domain
walls is suppressed since the narrow part of the ring acts as a trap for one of the domain walls17 .
Switching between the two possible vortex states with opposite chirality in a fully symmetric ring
is not easy in a controlled manner with uniaxial fields. However, in ARs this can be accomplished
more straight-forwardly via nucleating an onion state and subsequent automotion of the VWs
along the width gradient towards the narrower part of the ring. Depending on the onion state
direction either a cw or ccw vortex is the resulting relaxed state after the nucleation of one of
the onion states20,21 . Many studies have looked at static or quasistatic hysteresis investigations.
However, to understand the full details of the switching mechanisms one needs to revert to timeresolved imaging. For example, the pathways of vortex to vortex switching21 , the nucleation of
an onion state by homogeneous field pulses22 and the rotation of onion states23 have been investigated by time-resolved STXM employing rotating fields. A key aspect of AR switching that has
so far not been assessed is the influence of the uniaxial field orientation with respect to the AR
symmetry axis on the switching mode as this underlies the selection of the different switching
modes. Yet such extra degrees of freedom could provide more functionality and richer behaviour
for a possible device where the switching is controlled by the choice of the field angle.
In this work we employ our recently developed full dynamic scanning electron microscope with
polarization analysis (SEMPA)24 to image the switching dynamics of asymmetric permalloy rings
under fast bipolar uniaxial field pulses. We investigate the dynamic behaviour and accessible states
for different angles of the field with respect to the symmetry axis of the ARs. The experimental
imaging results are explained by micromagnetic simulations. We find in particular that we can
control the switching mode and the resulting magnetic configuration of the ARs by choosing an
appropriate field angle. Furthermore, we reveal different possible switching pathways in ARs
where the symmetry axis is aligned along the magnetic field.

II.

SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENT
The samples were fabricated in a 2-step e-beam lithography and lift-off process using standard

PMMA and MMA resists. First the stripline for Oersted field generation was patterned. It consists
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of a Ta(4 nm) [CuN(16 nm)Ta(4 nm)]×3 stack deposited in a Singulus Rotaris sputter chamber. In
the next step the ARs were patterned on top of the stripline as shown schematically in Figure 1a).
30 nm of Ni80 Fe20 was deposited by thermal evaporation in a UHV chamber with a base pressure of 10−9 mbar. 7 ARs with different symmetry axis orientations between α =0° (‘AR0’) and
α =90° (‘AR90’) with respect to the orientation of the magnetic field were patterned. The angle
between the field and the AR symmetry axis is defined in Figure 1a). The outer diameter of the
rings is 5.5 µm, the inner diameter 4.0 µm and the center of the inner circle is displaced by 400 nm
in the direction of the tilt angle α. After conventional static imaging to determine the as-grown
configuration and the response of the magnetization after single bipolar pulse bursts, as shown in
Figure 1b), the ARs were imaged dynamically during continuous excitation by bipolar Oersted
field pulses in a pump-probe approach, as described in Ref. 24. Two subsequent opposite polarity
current pulses with a pulse width of 21 ns (FWHM) and 8 ns rise/ fall time generated an Oersted
field of ±15 mT perpendicular to the stripline orientation, with a duty cycle of 39%. By using
an asymmetric driving voltage, as indicated in Figure 1a), the sample was maintained at a virtual
ground to allow for imaging during the continuous excitation without electrostatic variations of
the potential of the measured structure. The period of the pulse cycle was 150 ns. The full shape
of the current excitation is shown in Figure 2b). The SEMPA acquisition was performed with a
sampling of 75 frames per excitation period, i.e. a temporal resolution of 2 ns. The SEMPA system
detects simultaneously both the x and y component of the magnetization providing the full in-plane
magnetization vector information25 . During the dynamic imaging, the field of view was scanned
several hundred times with a pixel dwell time of 2 ms and then drift correction was performed to
avoid blurring of the individual scans due to thermal drift of the sample. In the post-processing,
these single scans were cross-correlated and added up. The excitation-correlated displacements
of the field of view in the 75 time frames were corrected in the same way. Complementary micromagnetic simulations were performed using the open-source Python-based MICROMAGNUM
software26 . The initial magnetization configuration was set by defining either the chirality of the
vortex state and allowing the system to relax or taking an onion state generated by applying a
bipolar pulse starting from an initial vortex state. The dimensions in the simulations correspond
to the dimensions of the experimental samples. The excitation pulse shape corresponds to the
experimental one recorded with a pulse rise time of 8 ns and a width of 21 ns (FWHM). The transient magnetic state was extracted each nanosecond. To simulate the dynamics in the ARs, the
typical material parameters of Permalloy have been used: exchange stiffness A = 1.3 × 10−11 J/m,
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saturation magnetization MS = 800 × 103 A/m, damping parameter α = 0.008, no net magnetocrystalline anisotropy, and a cell size of 5 nm × 5 nm × 30 nm21 .

III.

RESULTS

First we look at the remnant state after applying a single excitation cycle of one bipolar pulse
using conventional static SEMPA imaging. In Figure 1(b) SEMPA images of the y component of
the magnetization for two exemplary ARs with α =30° and 45° are shown. The upper image of
Figure 1(b) shows the as-grown magnetization state: AR30 is in the ccw vortex state, AR45 in the
cw vortex state. The image in the center of Figure 1(b) shows the corresponding magnetic SEMPA
image after a single excitation cycle with a height of 13 mT. The polarity of the bipolar pulse is
indicated at the left side of the pictures. AR30 is in the ccw vortex state but AR45 has changed to
the negative onion state. The lower image in Figure 1(b) shows the magnetization after a second
excitation cycle with the opposite polarity. Now AR30 is in the onion configuration and AR45
back to the cw vortex state. For all investigated rings with ring angles such that they undergo
switching between the vortex and onion state a similar correlation of the switching, chirality and
pulse polarity is seen, namely the ccw state switches to the positive onion state for a negative
bipolar pulse (down-up) and the cw state switches to the negative onion state for a bipolar pulse of
the opposite polarity (up-down). Otherwise the initial vortex state is not changed.
Next we investigate the switching pathway of the ARs by direct time-resolved SEMPA imaging
during continuous excitation. The initial state of all ARs is a ccw vortex before starting the pulse
trains. Figure 2(a) shows selected frames of the SEMPA movie for AR90, AR30 and AR0 at times
t1 -t7 , as indicated on the excitation pulse plotted in (b). The full SEMPA videos can be found in
the supplemental material27 . First we look at the steady-state after the second pulse (t7 ). While for
AR90 (and AR45, not shown here) the AR is back in the vortex state with the same chirality as
the initial state, for the rings with a lower tilt angle the resulting state is a negative onion state with
the net magnetization pointing in the −y direction. Therefore during the continuous excitation
the magnetization configuration of AR30 and AR0 at the onset of the first pulse at t1 is also a
negative onion state. For all ARs during the first pulse two vortex walls (VWs) are nucleated (t2 ).
If the ring is not symmetric with respect to the field axis, the nucleation occurs in the wider half of
the ring where the initial magnetization direction opposes the applied field due to the ccw vortex
configuration. For AR0 and AR30 the initial two walls are annihilated and two new walls are
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nucleated during the first pulse. In all cases the nucleated walls are moved by the fields, resulting
in a positive onion state (t3 ). For AR90 and AR30 the switching happens via the formation of a
ripplelike concertina pattern in the left half of the AR22 (t2 ). In the case of AR0 this nucleation
process is visible at both sides due to the symmetry.
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic setup of the experiment and the sample geometry. An arbitrary waveform generator
(AWG) is the source of the bipolar pulses. The ARs are placed on the stripline with different angles α
between their symmetry axis and the stripline axis. The ‘vertex’ position of the VWs in the onion state
is indicated by small black arrows. (b) Static y component magnetic SEMPA images of AR30 with ccw
chirality and AR45 with cw chirality in the as-grown state, and the remnant configurations after a single
excitation cycle consisting of one positive bipolar pulse (up-down) with Bmax = 13 mT and a reverse single
excitation of a negative bipolar pulse (down-up). The pulse shape is indicated schematically at the left, the
arrow greyscale bar visualizes the contrast. The resulting state depends on the initial vortex chirality of the
ring.

During the first pulse, the VWs in all ARs move to the vertices between the ring and field axis
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(‘vertex’ positions indicated in Figure 1(a)). The vortex cores of the VWs are pushed towards the
outer perimeter by the field and move more slowly to the vertex (t3 ). When the field decreases, the
vortex cores move back to the center of the wire (t4 ). However for AR90 and AR30 they are still in
the left, wider half of the AR. Therefore during the following inverted pulse the VWs are pushed
back and the VWs annihilate again in the wider half of the AR (t5 -t6 ). For AR0 the magnetization
dynamics at the vertices is not clear from the experimental image frame t5 due to the superposition
of different switching pathways, as discussed later. However, for AR30 and AR0 again VWs
nucleate during the second pulse (t6 ) and a negative onion state forms (t7 ), with the negative onion
state forming earlier in AR0 (t6 ) compared to AR30. With the same excitation pattern AR90 and
AR45 show vortex to onion to vortex switching and the ARs with α ≤ 30° show onion to reverse
onion to onion switching.
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FIG. 2. (a) Selected time frames of the color-coded SEMPA movie for AR90, AR30 and AR0. AR90
exhibits vortex to onion to vortex switching while the ARs whose symmetry axis is tilted more towards the
field axis exhibit onion to reverse onion to onion switching. The color-wheel is shown at the right below
the images. (b) The excitation pulse with 30 dB attenuation measured after the sample, with the indicated
times of the frames shown in (a).

In addition to the time-resolved imaging, dynamic micromagnetic simulations have been performed and compared to the acquired SEMPA movies to understand the switching processes occurring. In particular, they allow us to compare the dynamic behaviour for different initial configurations that are not all accessed in the experiment. The initial frames, as well as the frames directly
after each of the pulses, are shown in Figure 3. Again the full simulation with all time frames is
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provided in the supplemental data27 . Micromagnetic simulations allow us to vary the initial states
as well as the intermediate steady-state configurations at different times during the excitation. For
the geometry of AR90 two simulations have been performed. The first one (sim. 1) starts with an
initial ccw vortex state as is the case in the experiment (t1 ). During the first pulse a positive onion
state is generated as in the experiment (t4 ). However, the VWs move into the right half of the ring
and annihilate there during the second pulse while in the wider half a new pair of VWs is nucleated
and the system forms again an onion state with the opposite direction (t7 ). A second simulation
(sim. 2) starting at t4 and considering only the dynamics during the second inverted pulse was
initialized with an onion state, where the VW positions correspond to the experimentally observed
VW positions. In this case the second pulse switches AR90 back to a ccw vortex configuration, as
seen in the SEMPA images (t7 ).
For AR30 we chose to start the first simulation (sim. 1) also with the ccw vortex configuration
(t1 ), since the two existing VWs visible in the narrower half of the experimental AR at t1 annihilate
directly after the onset of the first pulse and the nucleation of the new VW pair happens in the left,
wider half of the ring forming an onion state (t4 ). Again the simulation is qualitatively consistent
with the experimental SEMPA images during the first pulse, but the VWs - especially the upper
one - move further towards the right in the simulation than in the experiment. Thus the dynamics
during the reversed pulse is again simulated twice: The continuation of sim. 1 shows onion to
reverse onion switching via 180° rotation of the domain walls with one of the VWs splitting up in
a double VW during the motion (t7 ) and later merging again (see full video in the supplemental
data27 ). The second simulation (sim. 2) of AR30 which just considers the second pulse and starts,
with the two VWs at the same positions in the ring as seen in the SEMPA measurement, shows
switching back to a ccw vortex state. For AR30 both simulations do not show the onion to reverse
onion switching via re-nucleation of domain walls, as is the case for the experimental ring. These
different results for different simulations and the experimental comparison shows the importance
of studying the switching experimentally, as the intuitively used simulations yield magnetic states
that are not realistic for real samples.
The initial onion configuration of AR0 for the dynamic simulation was achieved by applying
the first pulse to AR0 starting with the ccw vortex state. The VW position can not be determined
from the experimental images due to the superposition of two different pathways as discussed later.
In the simulation of the magnetization dynamics of AR0 the upper VW is trapped in the narrow
part of the ring. During the pulse, the lower VW is moved towards the upper VW and annihilates
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there, while in the other half of the AR a new pair of VWs nucleates and another onion state forms.
The general onion to reverse onion state switching is observed in the experiment as well as in the
simulation if the symmetry axis is parallel to the field axis.
Additionally, for all ring geometries and cases with an onion state at t7 the simulations show
gradient-driven automotion of the VWs towards the narrowest part of the ring in the time when no
field is applied (see supplemental videos27 ). We performed selected additional simulations with
a slightly increased damping parameter (α = 0.014, not shown). These simulations exhibit less
automotion, showing that control of the damping of the system would be an additional handle to
tailor the exact behaviour of the device.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of dynamic experimental SEMPA and simulation image frames before and after each
pulse for AR90, AR30 and AR0. For AR90 and AR30 two simulations have been done: sim. 1 with the
experimental state of t1 as the initial state and sim. 2 with the state at t4 as the initial state. The first one
diverges from the observed experimental switching pathway because the VWs move further during the first
pulse in the simulations and as a result during the second pulse they can move towards the right, narrower
side of the AR, while in the experiment the VWs annihilate in the wider half.

As shown in Ref. 28, additional information about the switching pathway reliability is revealed
in the single scan images during the SEMPA acquisition. In particular changes between different
switching pathways are visible if the frequency of these changes is lower than the scan frequency.
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Figure 4(a) shows exemplary single scan magnetic x component SEMPA images. The ARs with
higher tilt angles show a clear vortex state. For AR30, AR15 and AR0 sudden contrast jumps
interrupt the overall negative onion state at the AR vertices. If the AR symmetry axis determined
by the angle α gets close to the field axis, VWs can be nucleated at both sides of the AR. Therefore
two switching pathways are possible with thermal excitations leading to one or the other. The
remnant VW position depends on the nucleation side. The sudden contrast jumps at the vertices of
the ARs are a signature of a change between the two possible switching pathways. The respective
relative pathway probability is estimated by fitting two Gauss functions to each histogram of the x
asymmetry pixel values in the red region of interest as shown in Figure 4(b).
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FIG. 4. (a) Exemplary SEMPA x component single scan images. AR90 and AR45 show a clear ccw vortex
configuration while AR15 and AR0 show an onion state. In the single scans of the ARs with α ≤ 30°
abrupt contrast changes are visible, indicating changes of the switching pathway. The red marked region
of interest in AR30, AR15 and AR0 is the area used to determine the relative occurrence of the different
pathways. (b) Histogram showing the value of each pixel asymmetry value. A superposition of two Gauss
functions is fitted to the histogram. The ratio of the areas below each Gauss function is a measure of the
relative occurrence of both pathways.
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IV.

DISCUSSION

The static SEMPA images of ARs after applying a single bipolar pulse indicate a chirality dependent switching probability for the magnetic field strength used in this study. The necessary
field to generate a positive or negative onion configuration from the vortex state is asymmetric and
depends on the chirality of the initial vortex state. Therefore in general for onion to reverse onion
switching higher fields are required in ARs if the symmetry axis is not parallel to the field orientation. The full SEMPA movies reveal the detailed switching behaviour and also the reason for this
asymmetry, which originates from the asymmetry of the ring itself. The ARs with a high tilt angle
> 30° switch reliably from a ccw vortex to a positive onion state and back. The nucleation of a
VW pair in the narrower half of the AR is energetically not possible because of the small width
of the ring and therefore domain walls can only be nucleated from the vortex state during a field
pulse when it is aligned opposite to the magnetization in the wider half of the ring. This means
the switching does not show 180° symmetry with respect to the field angle, or in other words for a
given field angle, the switching depends on the vortex state chirality. In contrast to the simulation
(sim. 1), in the experiment the field does not move the VWs beyond the vertex. Here the VWs
are pushed back to the widest part of the ring and annihilate there. The stronger motion of the
VWs in the simulation is attributed to the fact that in the simulations material imperfections are
not included and therefore pinning is reduced showing that the intuitively used simulations of perfect materials do not reproduce the experimentally found results. Beside pinning also an enhanced
damping parameter is found to counteract the automotive force. By rotating the AR with respect
to the field direction the average width of the right side of the ARs increases and thereby also the
probability for VW nucleation. In AR30 the nucleation does not occur symmetrically around 90°
but is shifted towards the lower and thus wider part of the ring. For AR30 the simulation (sim.
2) does not show onion to reverse onion to onion switching, since it calculates the magnetization
dynamics without including thermal effects. In the experiment, the nucleation of the VWs during
the formation of the reverse onion state is supported by thermal excitations. For even lower tilt angles, the upper VW is trapped in the narrow part of the AR and the lower VW moves around 180°
until it annihilates with the upper VW. Including thermal fluctuations in the micromagnetic simulations would be a possible route towards a deeper understanding of these temperature-induced
effects. In the dynamic SEMPA movie of AR0 (and AR15, not shown), which integrates over all
pulse cycles, simultaneous nucleation at both sides is visible. However, the single scan images
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on Figure 4(a) indicate and can differentiate between two different switching pathways for these
ARs. Both possible pathways results in the respective onion state, but the nucleation occurs either
at the left or at the right side of the ring. Since the VWs do not reach the vertex in the experiment
but stop before it, these white and black stripes in the single scan images appear (Figure 4(a)).
The movie is integrated over all excitations cycles during all acquired scans and shows different
switching pathways with similar probability superimposed. For AR30 the pathway with the nucleation in the right half of the ring during the second pulse is still strongly suppressed with a
probability of just 2%. In AR15 the probability of this pathway accounts for 60% and in AR90
for 55%. This also explains the apparent synchronous VW nucleation at both sides in AR0 in the
movie as shown in Figure 2. The comparable probability of both switching pathways determined
by fitting the double Gaussian to the x asymmetry histogram confirms this hypothesis. The change
from one pathway to the other can occur via thermally excited increased motion of the VWs so
that they overcome the pinning and move beyond the vertex on rare occasions in the experiment,
as seen in the simulations without pinning, after which they annihilate in the opposite side of the
AR to that where they have been nucleated, changing the state for the next cycle. In general, such
stochastic effects should be suppressed in devices that are expected to work with a very high reliability. However, the two states adopted by the AR between the excitation pulses are the same for
both pathways, which is key for successful applications which use the magnetic state to encode
the data. While generating local magnetic fields along an arbitrary axis, which is required for
field-angle dependent switching, is technologically challenging in small structures, the advantage
of ring-based devices based is the simple geometry and the high scalability.

V.

CONCLUSION
We studied the dependence of switching between magnetic states in permalloy ARs for mag-

netic fields applied along different selected directions with respect to the symmetry axes of the
ARs. We find we can selectively tune the switching from vortex-to-onion-to-vortex switching to
another switching starting with an onion state, switching to a reverse onion and then back to the
original onion state with the initial chirality just by judiciously choosing the field angle. The critical angle defining the switching behaviour for the given field is α = 30°. With our measurements
we identified different possible switching pathways with approximately equal probability if the
symmetry axis of the AR deviates less than 30° from the field axis. However, this does not change
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the general resulting magnetic state. If the field is aligned in a direction more perpendicular to the
AR symmetry axis, the chirality of the initial vortex state helps or impedes the formation of an
onion state, depending on its polarity, resulting in full deterministic switching via a single pathway. The choice of field angle in such ARs thereby provides a convenient handle to reliably select
multiple different states. The magnetic state control via selecting the field angle could be of use
for applications such as stray-field-based rotation sensors, chirality dependent logic or multi-state
computing devices.
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